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Form integrity

Period

Uploading

Submission Once uploaded, completed forms should be submitted 

online at: http://www.crtc.gc.ca/dcs/eng/login.htm

Questions Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list and glossary are 

posted on the CRTC Data Collection Web pages. Please 

review this and other support documentatation at: 

http://www.crtc.gc.ca/dcs/eng/current/

Contact If you need to get in touch with one of our Data-collection 

Analysts please phone 1-866-845-6036 or email: cd-dc@crtc.gc.ca

Entities are required to file data for the 3 month period reported in their quarterly financial statements. Where 

mergers have occurred, each prior entity must report information separately for any periods prior to the merger.

Do not alter the form by adding, deleting, merging, or otherwise manipulating individual cells. Any changes to the form 

will prevent DCS from loading it accurately. 

Statistics Canada and 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC)

Data Collection

This document is generated using the data collection system of the CRTC, allows you to fill the survey forms 

electronically, from the Microsoft Excel application, without you online. Once you have completed , you are free to 

upload them directly to the DCS to complete the forms data in the online system .

This form includes shaded and non-shaded areas.  Please provide the data requested in the shaded areas only.
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

A B

Month (MM) Year (YYYY)

1 Quarterly results for the 3-month period ending:

2

Please use the space below to list the company or companies that are included in 

these quarterly results.

Form REP-Q - Quarterly reporting entity profile

Filed in Confidence

Please use the space provided below to supply any comments, explanations, methodological notes, qualifiers or other 
important information about the data you have supplied on this form.

Filed under the authority of the Statistics Act , Broadcasting Act, and the Telecommunications Act
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

A B C D E

1 $0

Part A - Operating revenues from Canadian operations

Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

Local and access

2 Local and access (excluding contribution and terminal equipment) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

3 Contribution $0 $0 $0

4 Terminal equipment sales and rentals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

5 Total local and access revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

6 Long distance $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Internet

Internet access revenues

7 Dial-up $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

8 High-speed $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

9 Subtotal (Internet access revenues) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

10 Other Internet services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

11 Total Internet revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Data

12 Total data revenues $0 $0 $0

Private line

13 Total private line revenues $0 $0 $0

Mobile wireless and paging

Mobile phone Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

14 Basic voice $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

15 Long distance $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

16 Data $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

17 Roaming $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

18 Mobile interconnect, spectrum and other $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

19 Terminal equipment sales and rentals $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

20 Total mobile phone revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

21 Total mobile broadband revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

22 Total other plans for mobile connected device revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

23 Total mobile wireless revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

24 Paging revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

25 Total mobile and paging revenues (excluding mobile television) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Mobile television 

26 Total mobile television revenues $0 $0

Broadcast distribution

27 Cable $0 $0 $0

28 DTH $0 $0 $0

29 IPTV $0 $0 $0

30 Other $0 $0 $0

31

Total broadcast distribution revenues (Basic and non-basic 

programming including exempt programming) $0 $0 $0

32 Other revenues $0

33 Total Canadian operating revenues $0

Form 201Q - Quarterly revenues
Filed under the authority of the Broadcasting Act , the Telecommunications Act , and the Statistics Act

Filed in Confidence

Total quarterly operating revenues from financial statements 
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

A B C D E

Form 201Q - Quarterly revenues
Filed under the authority of the Broadcasting Act , the Telecommunications Act , and the Statistics Act

Filed in Confidence

Part B - Operating revenues from non-Canadian operations

Total

34 Operating revenues from non-Canadian operations $0

35 Total company operating revenues $0

Part C - Supplemental revenue details

Internet Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

36 Broadband access (1.5 Mbps or greater) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Mobile service plans 

37 Voice (including SMS/MMS) $0 $0 $0

38 Voice and data services $0 $0 $0

39 Data only services $0 $0 $0

40 Total mobile service plans revenues $0 $0 $0

Mobile service revenue breakdown 

41 Mobile voice including roaming $0 $0 $0

42 Long distance including roaming $0 $0 $0

43 Data including roaming $0 $0 $0

44 Other (e.g. Terminal equipment, interconnection, spectrum, etc.) $0 $0 $0

45 Total mobile service revenues $0 $0 $0

Part D - Supplemental financial details

Capital expenditures Canadian operations

46 Wireline capital expenditures $0

47 Wireless capital expenditures $0

48 Total capital expenditures $0

Please use the space provided below to supply any comments, explanations, methodological notes, qualifiers or other important information about the 

data you have supplied on this form.
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

Form 201Q - Instructions
High speed Internet access revenues also includes broadband Internet access revenues.

Other Internet service revenues includes revenues from equipment sales and rental, and Internet 
applications and transport services. Internet applications include e-mail, web hosting, data centre 
services, etc.  Transport services include Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and ISP connectivity.

Revenues from data or private line services used to provide Internet access are considered Internet 
revenue and are to be included as part of 'High speed access' revenues.

Revenues from data or private line services used to provide Internet transport are considered 
Internet revenue and are to be included as part of the 'Other Internet services' revenues.

Data revenues Includes all revenues from data protocols, network management services, 
equipment sales and rentals, and other related services.

Private line revenues include revenues from short- and long-haul private line services, and dark 
fibre and optical wavelength (lambda) services, and equipment rental and sales.  

Broadband Internet access service is defined as Internet access service with an advertised 
download speed of 1.5 Mbps or greater.

"Mobile phones" are handheld devices used mainly for voice and data communications, such as 
smartphones.

Voice (including sms/mms) includes revenues from mobile subscription plans with a voice only, 
voice with texting or voice with browsing service.

Voice and data service subscribers, with a voice & data plan, refers to all subscribers with 
smartphones or regular mobile phones with a data plan. Include BlackBerry (BB) plans (BB 
unlimited social networking, BB unlimited email, and BB regular bucket based data plans, and non-
BB regular based data plans). 

Data only mobile service subscribers should only include mobile phone subscriptions with data only 
plans (no voice). Exclude mobile broadband services such as; all sticks (prepaid & postpaid), PC 
cards, laptop/notebooks with mobile Internet built-in, rocket hubs (data only), iPads (prepaid & 
postpaid), other tablets. Exclude plans that provide mobile Internet connectivity between machines 
or devices such as parking meters.

"Mobile broadband" revenues and subscribers is defined as tablets, Internet access via netbooks 
and laptops; exclude mobile handheld devices such as blackberries, iphone, smartphones, etc. 
Include the associated terminal equipment sales and rentals revenues within this service category.

"Other plans for mobile connected devices" should include the number of plans for all other 
connected peripherials and devices, M2M services (cars, smart meters, trains, consumer 
electronics/connected ancillory devices) that are not included in or part of the mobile phones and 
mobile broadband categories. With respect to business subscriptions/accounts that may have 
multiple unique plans and many connected devices, please report the total number of plans, not the 
number of connected devices. Include the associated terminal equipment sales and rentals 
revenues within this service category.

With respect to mobile,"Residential" statistics should include revenues and subscribers from 
individual plans and family/shared plans. These plans should not be attached to any business 
account, nor should they be part of a small, medium and large business account unless, where the 
individual employee(s) are responsible for some or all charges related to their individual corporate 
plan.

With respect to mobile, "Business" statistics should include revenues and subscribers from small, 
medium and large business accounts. As defined by Statistics Canada, small, medium and large 
businesses consists of 1-99 employees, 100-499 employees and 500+ employees respectively. 
Regardless of the size of business or how much a business spends on telecommunications 
services, all employees who are registered as part of a business or corporate/enterprise plan are to 
be included in the business statistics, unless the employee(s) are responsible for some or all 
charges related to their individual corporate plan, in which case, these specific employees should 
be included in the "residential" statistics. Alternatively, if your company can not provide data aligned 
to our definition of "business", then please proceed and submit data based on your company's 
internal definition and tracking of mobile "business" activities.
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

A B C D E

Part A -  Quantities

Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

1 Local and access lines 0 0 0 0 0

2 Long distance minutes 0 0 0 0 0

Internet access subscribers

3 Dial-up 0 0 0 0 0

4 High-speed 0 0 0 0 0

5 Total Internet access subscribers 0 0 0 0 0

Mobile wireless and paging subscribers

Mobile phone Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

6 Voice services (including sms/mms) 0 0 0 0 0
7 Voice and data services 0 0 0 0 0

8 Data only services 0 0 0 0 0

9 Total mobile phone subscribers 0 0 0 0 0

10 Total mobile broadband subscribers 0 0 0 0 0

11 Total other plans for mobile connected device 0 0 0 0 0

12 Paging subscribers 0

Mobile voice minutes 

13 Basic voice 0 0 0

14 Long distance 0 0 0

15 Total mobile voice minutes 0 0 0

Broadcast distribution subscribers - Basic subscribers (analog and digital)

16 Cable 0 0 0

17 DTH 0 0 0

18 IPTV 0 0 0

19 Other 0 0 0

20 Total broadcast distribution subscribers 0 0 0

Part B - Supplemental subscription details

Internet Residential Business Retail Wholesale Total

21 Number of broadband access (1.5 Mbps or greater) subscribers 0 0 0 0 0

22 Subscribers with at least 10 Mbps download and 1 Mbps upload 0 0 0

23 Subscribers with at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload 0 0 0

24 Subscribers with at least 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload 0 0 0

25 Subscribers with at least 100 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload 0 0 0

26 Subscribers with at least 300 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload 0 0 0

27 Subscribers with at least 940 Mbps download and 200 Mbps upload 0 0 0

28 Average gigabytes downloaded per month per high-speed subscription 0 0

29 Average gigabytes uploaded per month per high-speed subscription 0 0

Mobile Television 

30 Number of mobile television subscribers 0 0

Form 202Q - Quarterly quantities

Filed under the authority of the Broadcasting Act , the Telecommunications Act , and the Statistics Act

Filed in Confidence
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

Form 202Q - Quarterly quantities

Filed under the authority of the Broadcasting Act , the Telecommunications Act , and the Statistics Act

Filed in Confidence

Part C - Mobile wireless data traffic

Mobile wireless data services
From mobile 

devices

To mobile 

devices
31 Retail 0 0

32 Wholesale 0 0

33 Total mobile wireless data traffic 0 0

Part D - Mobile phone data traffic

Mobile phone data services
From mobile 

devices

To mobile 

devices
34 Retail 0 0

35 Wholesale 0 0

36 Total mobile phone data traffic 0 0

Please use the space provided below to supply any comments, explanations, methodological notes, qualifiers or other important information about the data you 
have supplied on this form.

Traffic (GB)

Traffic (GB)
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Quarterly Survey of Telecommunications, 2021

Form 202Q - Instructions
The number of high-speed Internet access subscribers includes broadband Internet access 
subscribers.

The number of broadband Internet access subscribers includes Internet access service with 
advertised speeds of 1.5 Mbps or greater.

All Internet access speeds refer to advertised speeds. Subscription counts and speeds do not 
include IPTV or IP telephone trunking. If the capacity of the service is shared with IPTV but is 
usable if IPTV is not in use, the use the speeds available when IPTV is not in use.

"Mobile phones" are handheld devices used mainly for voice and data communications, such 
as smartphones.

Voice and data service subscribers, with a voice & data plan, refers to all subscribers with 
smartphones or regular mobile phones with a data plan. Include BlackBerry (BB) plans (BB 
unlimited social networking, BB unlimited email, and BB regular bucket based data plans, and 
non-BB regular based data plans). 

Data only mobile service subscribers should only include mobile phone subscriptions with 
data only plans (no voice). Exclude mobile broadband services such as; all sticks (prepaid & 
postpaid), PC cards, laptop/notebooks with mobile Internet built-in, rocket hubs (data only), 
iPads (prepaid & postpaid), other tablets. Exclude plans that provide mobile Internet 
connectivity between machines or devices such as parking meters.

"Mobile broadband" revenues and subscribers is defined as tablets, Internet access via 
netbooks and laptops; exclude mobile handheld devices such as blackberries, iphone, 
smartphones, etc

"Other plans for mobile connected devices" should include the number of plans for all other 
connected peripherials and devices, M2M services (cars, smart meters, trains, consumer 
electronics/connected ancillory devices) that are not included in or part of the mobile phones 
and mobile broadband categories. With respect to business subscriptions/accounts that may 
have multiple unique plans and many connected devices, please report the total number of 
plans, not the number of connected devices.

With respect to mobile,"Residential" statistics should include revenues and subscribers from 
individual plans and family/shared plans. These plans should not be attached to any business 
account, nor should they be part of a small, medium and large business account unless, 
where the individual employee(s) are responsible for some or all charges related to their 
individual corporate plan.

With respect to mobile, "Business" statistics should include revenues and subscribers from 
small, medium and large business accounts. As defined by Statistics Canada, small, medium 
and large businesses consists of 1-99 employees, 100-499 employees and 500+ employees 
respectively. Regardless of the size of business or how much a business spends on 
telecommunications services, all employees who are registered as part of a business or 
corporate/enterprise plan are to be included in the business statistics, unless the employee(s) 
are responsible for some or all charges related to their individual corporate plan, in which 
case, these specific employees should be included in the "residential" statistics. Alternatively, 
if your company can not provide data aligned to our definition of "business", then please 
proceed and submit data based on your company's internal definition and tracking of mobile 
"business" activities.
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